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Bakker: Polyphemos

Polyphemos*
By EGBERT J. BAKKER

O

DYSSEUS' ENCOUNTER with the Cyclops continues to attract much of the
attention of readers of the Odyssey. Its riches extend in many
dimensions and many critical paradigms find in it welcome food for
interpretation, seeing in it, among other things, a noticeable instantiation of a
well-known folktale motif, a shaman's encounter with a Master of Animals,
or the prime manifestation of the Odyssey's self-reflexive poetics.! The
famous outis/metis naming trick binds most approaches together, as the
trickster who wins out over the monster by guile finds his counterpart in the
elusive hero who regains his identity by renouncing it. The Odyssey
construes its protagonist, through the words of the narrator and the characters
alike, as a no-man whose name is problematic and cannot be freely
mentioned, and the Cyclops episode is often characterized as merely the most
overt moment at which this naming and un-naming is enacted.
Given this preoccupation with names and naming in the scene, and in the
poem as a whole, it is remarkable that no careful attention has been paid to
the name of Odysseus' antagonist in the Cave. The word poluphemos is a
collocation of the prefix polu- with an adjusted form of pheme, derived from
phe-, one of the verbal roots for speech. The meaning of this composite
adjective is glossed in Liddell and Scott-Jones as "abounding in songs and
legends," "many-voiced, wordy" (these two senses applying to the use of the
adjective as an epithet in Homer, on which see below), and "much spoken of,
famous." Of these three senses, the third one has been most consistently,
though not exclusively, applied to the Cyclops, which would give us a
"much-famed" monster, who owes his fame, and name, to the fame of the
story.2 But the standard term for "fame" in the Homeric poems is not pheme

• The translation of the first quoted extract (Od. 9.106-15) is Lattimore's. All other translations are the
author's.
1. Folktale: Glenn (1971) and Cook (1995) 93 n.1 for bibliography; Master of Animals: Burkert (1979)
30-34, Bakker (unpub.); narrative aspects: e.g., Austin (1983), Bergren (1983) 45-50, Peradotto (1990) 14042; 147-50.
2. Burkert (1979) 153 n.ll; Bergren (1983) 49,69 n.27 (with a survey of <pn~ll and <pfl~ls in Homer);
Cook (1995) 94 ("Much-Fame," but allowing for a "transitive" understanding on the grounds that the Cyclops
gives Odysseus KAEOS-); Higbie (1995) 12; Louden (1995) 41-43 ("Having many utterances," following
Higbie); Ahl and Roisman (1996) 109 ("'The One Who Speaks Much,' or, perhaps, 'The One Much Spoken
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but kleos, and the fact that Virgil uses lama to translate the latter term3 should
not induce us to treat pheme and kleos as mere synonyms withQut further
ado. Moreover, "fame" is never unproblematic in the Odyssey, where
language, fame's basic substance, is treated in devious ways, and where the
poem's protagonist and narrator are vying with each other in verbal
astuteness. And no less importantly, the Cyclops shares the prefix of his
name, polu-, with the common element of Odysseus himself in his many
epithets. 4 So it may be worth exploring the Cyclops' name beyond the limits
of a quick gloss.
Odysseus presents the Cyclopes to his audience as the complete "Other,"
negatively related to Greek society by two polar contrasts:
KVKA~TTc.vV 0' es yalav vTTEp<plaAc.vv aSEl-lioTc.vV
lKol-lES't of pa SEolol TTETTOlSOTES aSavaTololv
OUTE <pVTEVOUOlV XEpOLV <pVTOV OUT' apOc.vOlV,
QAAO TO y' CxOTTapTa KaL aVnpOTa lTOVTa <pVOVTal,
lTVpOL KaL KplSaL Tio' CxI-lTTEA01, a'f TE <pepovolv
olvov eploTo<pVAOV, Kai O<plV ~lOS OI-l(3pos ae~El.
TOlolv 0' OUT' ayopaL BOVAD<P0POl OUTE SeUlOTES,
aAA' of y' V\fJllAWV 6pec.vv vaiovol Kapllva
EV oTTeEol y Aa<pvpolol, SEl-llOTEVEl oE EKaoTos
lTaioc.vv Tio' aAoxc.vv, ovo' aAAnAc.vV aAeyoVOl.

(Od.9.106-15)

[We] reached the country of the lawless outrageous
Cyclopes who, putting all their trust in the immortal
gods, neither plow with their hands nor plant anytbin~
but all grows for them without seed planting, without cultivation,
wheat and barley and also the grapevines, which yield for them
wine of strength, and it is Zeus' rain that waters it for them.
These people have no institutions no meetin~s for counsels·
rather they make their habitations in caverns hollowed
among the peaks of the high mountains, and each one is the'law
for his own wives and children, and cares nothing about the others.

The Cyclopes do not know agriculture (oute phuteuousin ... out'
aroosin); nor do they have assemblies or laws (out' agorai boulephoroi oute
themistes). This double negative characterization may hold true for Greek
Of."'). In Bakker (2001) 348-51, the meaning "much-famed" (which is compared with one of the
qualifications of Humbaba, the guardian of the Cedar Forest in the Gilgamesh epic [Yale Tablet 180-183, cf.
George (1999) 111]) is extended, likewise, to the active sense "much faming," a discussion of the Cyclops
which needs to be revised in light of the present article. On composite names with -q>TIIlOS, see Fick (1894)
277,412.
3. E.g., Aen. 1.457 bellaque iamfama totum vulgata per orbem, a rendering of the Odyssean KAEOS evpv
(e.g., 1.344; 19.333).
4. Not only in the system of formulas for his name (TToAvIlTlT1S 'OOVOOOEVS, TToAvTAas OIOS
'OOVOOEVS. 'OBvona TToAvq>pova. TTOAvllnxav' 'OOVOOEV), but also in more occasional appellations (e.g.,
TToAvTpOTTOS, 1.1; TToAvalvos, 12.184), and even in the way in which he presents himself: TToAvTAnllWV
(eilli) 18.319; lTOAvOTOVOS (eilli) 19.118. Cf. Peradotto (1990) 155.
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culture in general,5 but insofar as that culture in the poem is represented by
Odysseus, who has left the confines of ordinary Greek civilization and who
has to be reintegrated into it, it becomes ironic for him to introduce the
Cyclopes in this way. In particular, the lack of agorai "assemblies," the
Cyclopes making the law for their wives and children, is a striking detail:
isn't that what Odysseus will do himself, killing all the Suitors singlehandedly in his megaron, without any regard for any law or assembly of the
polis? Perhaps Odysseus has more in common with the Cyclops than he
believes or wants his audience to believe.
If Odysseus' actions at Ithaka later in the poem fall short of being
behavior fitting to an agora, the principal Cyclops' name, conversely, is used
as an epithet precisely of the agora of Ithaka (agoren poluphemon, 2.150,
glossed as "many-voiced, wordy" in Liddell and Scott, as noted earlier). Yet
the epithet is not ornamental, and appears to have been carefully prepared. At
the beginning of Book 2, Telemachos summons the assembly, an important
initiative of his, and a significant event for the community. The first speaker
is Aiguptios-we may wonder about the significance of his name-the father
of Antiphos, one of Odysseus' companions. The text tells us: "the wild
Cyclops had killed him, in his hollow cave, and he had prepared him as the
last for his meal" (2.19-20). Aiguptios remarks that this is the first assembly
since Odysseus left for Troy (2.26-27), and wonders who it is that convened
the meeting and for what purpose:
Eo8AOS 1l0l SOKEl Elval, 6VrlIlEVOS. El8E Ol aVT~
ZEUS ciya86v TEAEOElEV, 0 Tl <pPEOlV DOl IlEVOlVQ.
(Od. 2.33-34)

A worthy man he seems to me, may he be b1e~sed. Yes, that
Zeus gives him what is well, whatever he wishes in his mind.

Telemachos, upon hearing the speech, is "pleased with the pheme"
(khaire de phemei, 2.35). After his subsequent public exchange with
Antinoos, leader of the Suitors, Zeus sends a portent: two eagles approaching
side by side, and then suddenly attacking each other over the middle of the
marketplace, which is called, at this precise moment, agoren poluphemon. Is
"many-voiced" the right characterization for this place, "rich in pheme,"
where the father of one of the victims of Polyphemos has just uttered a
pheme?
What does pheme mean? Aiguptios ends his speech with a wish that will
come true, as readers of the Odyssey know. Zeus will indeed accomplish the
5. On the cultural aspects of Odysseus' representation of Cyclopian society, see Kirk (1970) 162ff;
Vida]-Naquet (1986) 20-22; COOK (1995) 97-104.
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"good thing" that Telemachos "wishes in his mind." Aiguptios' utterance so
acquires with hindsight the force of a prophecy of which he himself is
unaware. Moreover, the two eagles are also a sign pointing to the future, as
yet not understood by everyone. A similar sense applies to the only other
utterance in the Odyssey that is explicitly called a pheme (there are no
occurrences of the word in the Iliad). Just before the final massacre of the
Suitors, Odysseus prays to Zeus, asking for concrete signs of the god's
presence and goodwill:
~ TlS UOl <pao8cu eYElpo~Evcuv
eYElpo~Evcuv av8pwlTcuv

Evoo8Ev. EKTOoeEV Se lues TepaS CxAAo cpavrlTcu.
(Od.20.100-01)

Let someone of the people waking up utter me a phfnzf
from within the house, and outside let another portent of Zeus appear.

Immediately, thunder, a portent, is heard, and "from the house a woman who
works at the com-grinding machine put forth a pheme":
(Od.20.105).

which is called a "sema 'sign' to her master." She acknowledges Zeus'
presence in the supernatural burst of thunder, and prays that this be the
Suitors' last meal:

ii po

~VATlV oTrloaoa ElTOs <paTO. oDua CxvaKTl'
ZEV lTaTEp. oS TE 8Eolol Kal aV8pWlTOlOlV avaooElS.
11 ~EyaA' e~pOvTT'JOOS alT' oupavov aOTEpoEVTOS.
ouoE lTOel VEcpOS eOTl' TEpas vv TEet> TOSE cpaiVElS.
Kpi;vov
KpnVOV VVV Kal e~Ol SElAfj ElTOS. OTTl KEV EllTCU'
~Vll0TTipES lTVlJaTOV TE Kal VOTaTOV nlJaTl T~SE
ev IlEyapolo' 'OSvoTios EAolaTo SalT' epaTElvrlv.
Ol OrlIJO\ KalJaTet> 8vllaAye'( yovvaT' EAvoav
CxA<plTa TEVXOV01J vvv vOTaTa SEllTvrloElav.

(Od.20.111-19)

She then stopped the mill and uttered an epQ~ a si~n to her master:
Father Zeus, you who rule over gods and men,
greatly you thundered from the starry sky,
and nowhere is there a cloud to see; this here is a portent that you reveal.
Make happen now for me, wretched woman, what I will utter:
May the Suitors on this same day for the very last time
in Odysseus' hall take their desirable meal,
they who loosened my knees with heart-afflicting fatigue,
grinding their com; may this be their last feast!
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The grinding woman utters a prayer of whose status as a pheme she herself is
as unaware as is Aiguptios of his prayer; she is a mere instrument of Zeus'
prophetic intentions. 6 Odysseus' joy in hearing the woman's prayer, a pheme
which he recognizes as a sema, is different from that of his son in Book 2, in
that the latter was not able to recognize the utterance as such
(narratologically, the term at 2.35 is used between the narrator and the
audience). But both times the pheme, expressed as a wish by means of
optatives, is a correct articulation of future events. And both times it is
accompanied by a portent sent by Zeus.?
Thus pheme designates, in the Odyssey, an utterance with prophetic
properties of which the speaker is unaware. The prophetic sense may be seen
as a specialization of the broader sense of disclosure, the revelation of
something unsaid and therefore unknown. The verb phasthai in particular (of
which pheme is the internal object in Odysseus' prayer to Zeus just quoted)
may convey, beyond the obvious and unmarked sense of "speaking," the
sense of "unhiding what is hidden," "revealing what is covered." The thing
hidden and to be revealed is in the Odyssey most typically a name, as in the
following extract. Alkinoos, king of the Phaeacians, at last presses his
mysterious guest to reveal his name, using phasthai "utter" as equivalent to
me keuthein "not hide":
T~ vvv ~ au KeVae vOrU.lOOl KepSoAEol01V
OTTl KE a' elpCUl.lOl· <l?clOaOl bE aE KclAAIOV EOT1V.
elTr' ovou', OTTl ae KETal KclAEOV l.lnTTlP Te lToTf}p TE.

(Od.8.548-50)

So now stop hjdin2 in your gainseeking thoughts
what I ask you about: it is better to say it aloud. ~
your name, whatever it was that out there your mother and father called
you.

Names are not names unless they are uttered, enacted, and Alkinoos' request
is an important Odyssean moment, prefiguring, even though it occurs later in
narrated time, another occasion which will concern us later on. 8
The act of phasthai as a disclosure of what is hidden, however, may also
acquire another sense, for which, in Homer, the separate noun phemis is
6. The supreme god acts in fact as Zeus <I>fHllOS, one of his cult titles in 5th c. BeE Erythrae (IE
201c47); see Graf (1985) 203-04 with more references on <PTtIJTJ as prophetic utterance.
7. In Herodotus, <PTtlJll frequently applies to the covert meaning of dreams or mantic utterances that is
understood only at the moment of fulfillment: 1.43.3; 3.153.2; 5.72.2; 9.100-01. Notice in this connection
<I>TIIJOVOTJ, the traditional name of the first Pythia who "invented" the hexameter: Paus. 10.5.7, Eusthat.
1.5.17.
8. Other significant instances of <pao8ol in the sense of ''unhiding'' include Od. 11.443 (Agamemnon's
ghost advising Odysseus not to unhide too much, even to his wife) and 21.194 (Odysseus wondering whether
he shall unhide or keep hidden his credentials to the swineherd Eumaios and the cowherd Philoitios).
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reserved, which is derived from the same verbal root as pheme. The noun
phemis consistently carries the negative sense of unwanted openness,
undesired publicity. Phemis, somewhat more common in Homer than pheme
(once in the Iliad and six times in the Odyssey9), is the speech of the demos,
and as such it is closely associated with the principal place for speech in a
Homeric community, the agora. In one occurrence (demoio te phemin,
15.468) it is even glossed by a scholiast as ekklesian, sunhedrion, that is, the
assembly itself. Speech of the demos can easily become "the talk of the
town," the mentioning of a name to the detriment of its bearer. Nausikaa says
to Odysseus when they enter the city of the Phaeacians together: "Of them
[sc., the young men of Scheria] I avoid the bitter phemis, lest someone later
on blame me" (6.273). Penelope is said at various moments to be conscious
of her reputation in the community (demoio te phemin, 16.75, 19.527). And
Odysseus, in one of his liar stories in which he presents himself as a Cretan,
says that he and Idomeneus had to go to the Trojan war, since "the difficult
phemis of the demos was upon us" (khalepe d'ekhe demou phemis, 14.239).
The adjective khalepos, in fact, is the typifying epithet of phemis as a
state to be avoided: one is being talked about, one's name is mentioned.
Hesiod talks about this state in the following way in much quoted words
(note that the Hesiodic vocabulary, unlike the Homeric one, does not
distinguish between pheme and phemis):
w5' ep5Elv' 5Elvi}v 5E (3pOTWV trrraAEVEO ~
q>TII..lll yap TE KaKi} lTEAETal KOVq>f) ~Ev aEl'pal
pEl'a ~aA', apyaAell 5E q>epElv, xaAElTD 5' anoSeoSal.
q>DIlD 5' OU T1S lTalllTaV alTOAAVTal, nVTlva nOAAo\
Aaol q>lllJ(~OVOl" SEOS vv T(S EOTl Ka\ aVTTl.

(Hes. W&D 760-64)
Act as follows: avoid mortals' fearsome ~
for pheme is a bad thing, light to lift up in the air,
(that is easily done), but a heavy thing to bear, and.diffkW1 to get rid of.
Pheme does not die off at all if many
people propagate it: she too is some kind of god.

Pheme, as Hesiod tells us, does not die easily; it clings to you, is difficult to
support or bear, and should be avoided at all cost if you want your life to be
livable at all. lO Its tenacious nature brings kleos to mind, the glory that results
from being heard about, and that typically continues beyond a person's death.
9. fl. 10.207; Od. 6.273; 14.239; 15.468; 16.75; 19.527; 24.201.

10. This use of <pn~Tl is not confined to Hesiod; cf. Aesch., Ag. 938; Aeschin. In Tim. 48; De Falsa
Legatione 144 (citing Hesiod; cf. Dem. De Falsa Legatione 243); Plat. Ap. 18Cl. Post-epic Greek also can use
pheme in a positive sense (e.g., Hdt. 1.31.4; Pind. Ol. 7.10 <pa~al ... aya8a{), but that does not seem to be
relevant for the situation in Homer.
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Kleos can even compensate for physical death in the form of poetic
immortality, in which case epic, famously, calls it aphthiton or asbeston, or it
will simply say that someone's kleos "will never die" (oupot' oleitai).l1
Hesiod's ou ... apollutai as a characteristic of pheme reads as an ironic
citation of the latter expression, turning pheme into some kind of debased
kleos. Not all people may have the heroic qualities that enable them to be
heard about, but anyone can and should try to avoid being talked about.
Pheme (phemis) and kleos are contrasted in Agamemnon's eulogy of
Odysseus, pronounced upon the arrival of the ghosts of the Suitors in Hades:
OA(3lE AaepTao lTOr. lTOAV~nxav' 'OSVOOEV,
Ti apa ovv ~EYOAlJ apETij EKTnOW aKOlTlV'
ws aya8al cppevEs Tioav a~v~ovl nllVEAOlTEllJ.
KOVplJ 'IKaplov. WS EV ~e~vllT' 'OSvoi;os.
avSpos KOVplSlOV. T~ Ol KAeoS OU lTOT' OAelTal
ns apETfls. TEV;OVOl S' ElTlX80VlOlOlV aOlSnV
a80vaTOl XaplEooav EXeq>POVl nllVEAOlTEllJ.
OVX WS TvvSapeov KOVPll KaKCx ~noaTO Epya.
KOVp{SlOV KTE{vaoa lTOOlV. OTVyEpn Se T' aOlSn
EOOET' ElT' aVep~lTOVS. xaAElTDv Se TE <piiUlV OlTOOOEl
ellAVTEPlJOl yvval;l. Kal tl K' EVEpyOS ElJOlV.
(Od.24.192-202)

Blessed son of Laertes, resourceful Odysseus,
great was the virtue of the wife that you won:
how good was the heart of blameless Penelope,
daughter of Ikarios, how well she remembered Odysseus,
her lawful husband. Therefore the kleQ5 will never perish
of her virtue, and they will make a lovely song,
the immortals, for thoughtful Penelope.
Nor did she plot evil works as Tyndareus' daughter did,
who killed her lawful husband, and a hateful song
will there be among humans, and it ~ives an evil reputation
to all womankind, even if someone is good at work.

Agamemnon's perspective on Odysseus' successful nostos understandably
concentrates on the latter's faithful wife, in contrast with his own. Penelope's
arete matches the arete of her returning husband himself; her song will be
full of grace and charm, and made by the immortals themselves, and her
kleos will never die. By contrast, Agamemnon's own wife, instead of
remembering her husband, killed him; she will be the subject of a hateful
song (stugere ... aoide, 24.200), which brings a bad phemis to womankind
in general (khalepen de te phemin opassei, 24.201). The good wife is heard
11. KAEOS acpS1Tov, notably n. 9.413; KAEO) aa~EaTov: Od. 4.584 (Agamemnon's cenotaph erected by
Menelaos); Od. 7.333; KAEO~ O\inoT' oAE1Tal: fl. 2.325; 7.91 (Hector about the tomb of a warrior slain by
him, cf. Bakker [1997b] 33); Od. 24.196 (see below). On the difference between Iliadic and Odyssean KAEOS,
see Bakker (1999).
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about, the bad one talked about, and the phemis that clings to her is beyond
control: it touches all women, even the innocent.
The notion of phemis as unwanted publicity, rather then fame, sheds
light on the status of a minor but significant character in the poem: Odysseus'
court poet, whos~ name is Phemios. In the Odyssey, where, as we saw, a
strict lexical distinction is made between pheme and phemis, this means that
Phemios through his name partakes not only of the form but also of the
semantics of the latter: phemis-man. 12 His only claim to fame, apart from his
name, is that he sings for the Suitors by compulsion (1.154; 22.330). The
only one of these forced songs about which we know anything occurs in the
beginning of the tale, when Phemios sings of the "baleful return" (noston ...
lugron) of the Achaeans. The song is stopped short by Penelope, who
experiences it as lugre itself, as it intensifies her grief over "the man whose
fame (kleos) stretches widely over Hellas and Argos" (1.344). Has Phemios
been forced to make up a song about Odysseus' death?13 We are not told, but
Penelope's reaction, in which she stresses the wide kleos of the aner whose
name she withholds, suggests that something has been sung that departs from
ascertained fact and established poetic tradition. Did Phemios' song about the
return of the Achaeans contain an unsubstantiated phemis about Odysseus, an
unheroic rumor that runs counter to his official heroic kleos as "CitySacker"?
Much later, Phemios will utter his only words which the poem records as
such: he pleads for his life after the massacre of the Suitors in the megaron of
Odysseus' palace. Telemachos intercedes and urges his father to spare the
poet's life, as well as that of Medon the herald (another wordmonger) who is
crouching under the throne. Odysseus agrees and tells Medon to leave the
megaron and go to the external court: "yourself and that poet rich in phemis"
(su te kai poluphemos aoidos, 22.376). The epithet has given rise to LSI's
first gloss of poluphemos as "abounding in songs and legends,"14 but it seems
more rewarding to consider the possibility that phemis-man is here
contemptuously addressed by his returning master as "market poet," an
ironical pun on the man's name which by itself already characterized his
unfortunate function in the Ithakesian community in the king's absence. IS

12. The name is a derivation of cpfl~ls rather than cpT't~T\ (Chantraine, Dictionnaire etymologique, S.v.
cprwl) Outside Homer, however, the distinction between cpT't~T\ and <Pii~lS is much less clear-cut, so that
Phemios can partake of the positive sense of prophecy of <pn~T\; cf. note 6 above.
13. Pucci (1987) 198-99.
14. Cf. Nagy (1979) 17, "having many prophetic utterances," a positive interpretation drawing on cpft~T\
as discussed above.
15. Note that Phemios' patronymic Terpiades (22.330) is non-ironic and draws on TEP\V1S' as one of the
fundamental aspects of poetry.
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Nor is this mere contempt on Odysseus' part; the poetry that contains
him is interested in exploring the link between poetry and gossip, kleos and
phemis, as Odysseus himself has learned the hard way, during his famous
encounter with the Cyclops.
POLYPHEMOS PARTAKES of the complex semantic field we have just
explored, in which the verbal root phe- can either be construed, markedly, as
an unhiding of what is hidden-typically as a prophetic revelation-or as a
saying of what is better left unsaid. And polu- multiplies and strengthens it
all. Let us first observe that the name "Polyphemos" is used with almost as
much circumspection by Odysseus as is the name "Odysseus" itself by the
narrator and the characters in the poem. 16 Odysseus always says Kuklops
when he speaks to the Cyclops, never addressing the Cyclops by his name. I?
For a long time the monster remains a generic kukl6ps, just as Odysseus
himself remains a generic aner. The name is out only when the Cyclops'
neighbors call at him in the night:
ThTTE TOOOV. nOAV<pT]~'. Cxprll.lEVOS
Cxpfll.lEVOS ~5' e(36noas
vVKTa 51' CxIl(3pooiT]vKal
CxIl(3POO\T]vKal CxOlTVOVS' a~~E Ti8no8a;
T\8no8a;
Tis
T\S OEV ~fiAa (3pOTWV CxEKOVTOS eAavvE1;
TlS 0' aVTov KTelVE1 56ACf) tiE (3iT]<p1;
(3\T]<P1;

nlln
nlln

(Od.9.403-06)

Why, Polyphemos, are you screaming so much in your affliction
all through the immortal night, and why did you put us out of sleep?
Surely no one is driving away your sheep against your will?
Surely no one is killing yourself with guile or force?

This address takes place, it is known, when Polyphemos, blinded, is to
implement his visitor's famous ruse by answering his neighbors. 18 It is only
at this point that Odysseus himself, as narrator, begins to use the name
Polyphemos, ironically introducing the Cyclops' speech now in good heroic
fashion, noun-epithet formula following a verb of address: 19

16. Cf. Austin (1972) 5-7.
17. Od. 9.347, 364, 475, 502. It is therefore difficult to accept Ahl and Roisman's suggestion (1996)

109-10 that the name Polyphemos has been coined by Odysseus himself to stress his own heroic feat. Note
also that the name had already been used beyond Odysseus' control by the narrator (1.70), when he explains
why Odysseus is held up in the otherworld: Poseidon holds a rancorous grudge against him because he has
blinded the eye of the Cyclops, aVTlSEoV nOAvq>rl~ov. Cf. 2.19 (see above); 20.19.
18. See, e.g., Austin (1972) 13; Peradotto (1990) 147-49; Bergren (1983) 48; Pucci (1998) 126.
19. Note that Odysseus will repeat once more the noun-epithet formula KpaTEpos nOAV<pll~OS as part
of a speech introduction, when the Cyclops, duped for a second time, addresses the ram under whose belly
Odysseus is reaching safety (9.446). This time the phrase, irrespective of the meaning of the name, seems to
have a mock-epic effect. Louden (1995) 42 notes the briefjigura etymologica in npooegm ... noAvgm~OS.
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TOUS 8' aUT' E~ C'xVTpOV lTpOOE<Pll KpaTEpos nOAv<prH10S'
W <piA01.
<plA01. OUTiS
OUTlS llE KTEiVEl
KTElVEl 86Act> ou8e (3l11<plV.
(Od. 9.407-08)

And them from his cave he addressed, mighty Polyphemos:
"0 my friends, No-one kills me with guile, nor force."

Polyphemos gets his name only when he unwittingly seals Odysseus'
vanishing trick, uttering the "famous" name Outis, "No-One," "No-name,"zo
and "citing" his neighbors' doloi and biephi in a self-destructive way which
profoundly changes their sense. For the trick to work, the no-name had to
become a real name brought into the open, out of the cave. The Cyclops, now
fully into his name Polyphemos, does what Alkinoos will ask Odysseus to do
in narrated time: reveal a name so as to enact a presence. flis one-line speech
can be named a phemis, but it is a remarkable phemis indeed. Usually,
phemis, as we saw, is beyond the control of the bearer of the name
mentioned, but here the latter is fully in control: the disclosure hides a hiding,
a nothingness, and so its utterance is to the detriment of the sayer, not the
bearer. The Cyclops poluphemos, not so much "rich in fame" as the one "of
the rich phemis," is fully the victim of Odysseus polumetis, who is here, as
nowhere else in the story, not only the one "rich in ruse (metis)" but also "the
one who is intensely no-one (me tis)," according to Frederick Ahl's and
Hanna Roisman's brilliant gloss of the epithet?l
Yet this is not the end of the signification of the Cyclops' name. Phemis
will soon turn into pheme, and the roles of agent and victim/instrument will
be reversed. Odysseus polumetis will mistake phemis for kleos and so will
enable Polyphemos to utter a destructive pheme. Let us backtrack and see
what happens at the entrance to the Cave, before the arrival of the Cyclops.
Odysseus' companions plead that they merely plunder the Cave, and make
off to the ship with cheese and sheep (9.224-27). But Odysseus wants more;
not only does he wish to see the occupant of this abode, he also hopes to
receive kseinia "gifts of hospitality" from him (9.229). Odysseus does not yet
realize that he is behaving according to the wrong code, that he is in his own
poem rather than in some kind of sequel to the Iliad. His decision to enter the
Cave is not in the interest of nostos, and tangible tokens of heroic
achievement and status are not what he needs at this point. In fact, entering
someone else's house uninvited anq helping oneself to the food available is

20. At 9.364, Odysseus announces his "name" as aVOlla KAVTOV. an irony worthy of the verbal
sophistication of the scene; see also Pucci (1998) 126.
21. Ahl and Roisman (1996) 110. The pun on l.niTlS and Ilit TlS is of course at the center of Odysseus'
ruse: 9.410 and 9.414.
.
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worse than a misguided attempt at kleos: it is an act that is curiously
reminiscent of the behavior of the Suitors?2
Odysseus' error persists till after his completely successful linguistic
vanishing trick. When everything is over, or so it seems, and when he and his
men are in the relative safety of their boat, Odysseus reveals his true motives.
The man that has to be prompted to reveal (phasthai) his name and to come
out of hiding now abandons this habit and unhides himself, prompting his
interlocutor to disclose (phasthai) the name of Odysseus as the principal trait
of the episode:
KUKAw\l-'. a'l KEV Tis OE KaTa8vllTwv Cxv6pwlTWV
6cpSaA~oO E'lPllTal CxEIKEAlllV CxAawTVv,
<paOSal 'Oouooiia lTTOAl'rropBIOv E~aAawoal,
uiov AoepTEw, 'ISaKTj EVI oiKl' EXOVTO.

(Od.9.502-05)

Cyclops, if anyone of the mortal humans ever
asks about your eye's shameful blinding,
1cll....tha1 Odysseus, sacker of a city, has blinded you,
son of Laertes, having his home in Ithaka.

It is easy enough to understand Odysseus' intentions in uttering these words.
The request of a speaker to an interlocutor to tell others about him, or the
promise to tell others about the interlocutor, is a standard procedure in the
oral culture of kleos. It is the boasting of the self-assured speaker, which is
equivalent to the praise promised to a valued interlocutor. Odysseus himself
will promise the blind poet Demodokos at Alkinoos' court to tell "all
humans" that the god gave him the gift of "divine song" (8.496-98). And the
poet of the Homeric Apollo Hymn asks the Delian Maidens to "remember"
him, whenever anyone of the "earthly humahs" coming to Delos as a guest
asks about him (hom. h. Ap. 166-75). Odysseus is taking care of his own
kleos. 23
Yet in setting up the Cyclops, so far a helpless victim, as an instrument
for kleos, Odysseus fails to see that in this new poem heroic exposure as an
Iliadic commodity can only turn from desirable fame into unwanted
notoriety, from kleos into phemis. Odysseus wants to be heard about, but
achieves only that he is talked about. Odysseus wants to be known as
"Sacker of a City" (ptoliporthion); the champion of hiding and metis, who
had presented his no-name as "very famous" (9.364), now uses without irony
• 22. On Odysseus' violation of rules of hospitality. see Pucci (1998) 116; the links between the Cyclops
scene and the ~\1TJOTTJPocpo\1ia are discussed in Bakker (unpub.). and Alden (1993), an article the title of
whose abstract in modem Greek needs to be mentioned: nOAU~llTl~ 6 nOAUcpTHtO~;
23. Cf. hom. h. Aphr. 28t-lB. Odysseus' heroic intentions also noted by Higbie (1995) 164.
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an epithet that has no future and cannot provide a claim to kleos. The title
"Sacker of a City" is quite irrelevant and useless at this juncture. In fact, the
Cyclops had previously completely ignored Odysseus' lliadic affiliation,
when the latter told him that he and his companions were "men of
Agamemnon, whose kleos is now the greatest under the sky" (9.263-65).
Worse still is that Odysseus unwittingly sets up his own name as object of
phasthai, and so makes a disclosure of what should remain hidden?4 The
kleos he aspires to cannot be attained in this poem; Polyphemos, instead of
being an instrument of kleos, becomes an agent of phemis, poluphemos
indeed. Instead of waiting for a "mortal human" to arrive and ask him about
his blinded eye, Polyphemos, now fully into his name, actively seeks an
audience, and engages in verbal behavior that is completely beyond
Odysseus' control.
Speaking not to any of the "mortal humans" but praying to his immortal
father Poseidon, Polyphemos makes a linguistic quantum leap and has the
better of his opponent. His prayer contains one of the most ironic quotations
in literature: the appellation Odussea ptoliporthion, syntactically and
metrically identical to Odysseus' previous usage, is semantically completely
changed:
KAvel. noodoaov ya1110XE KvavoxalTa'
el ETEOV ye OOS el~l. TTaTTlP 0' E~OS euxeal elval.
'Oovoo!ja TTToArrrop8lov olKao' iKE08al.
oos
viov AaEpTeUJ. '18ciK1j EVl olKi' ExovTa.

un

(Od.9.528-31)

Hear me, Poseidon, who holds the earth, dark-haired:
If truly I am your son, and you proclaim yourself to be my father,
~iye that "Odysseus sacker of a city " will not come home
"son of Laertes, having his home in Ithaka."

Odysseus' phasthai . .. exalaosai becomes a metrically equivalent dos
me ... oikad' hikesthai "give that will not ... come home," and the name
Odussea ptoliporthion is turned from the proud focus of Odysseus' request
into a metrical island, in limbo within the verse. 25 It reflects the isolation that
24. The information structure of the sentence requires us to construe the heroic name 'Oovooi;a
lTTOAllrOp810v, rather than the infinitival complement as a whole ("Odysseus has blinded") as "focus," since
the blinding was already present in the previous clause.
25. Note that the OCT follows a minority of mss. in reading lTTOAllTOp8ov, the usual Homeric form of
the City-Sacker epithet (e.g., Od. 8.3, 14.447, etc.). We might want to suppose that Polyphemos, in using the
canonical form of the epithet, has an interest in presenting Odysseus as even more epic, that is, Iliadic, than
Odysseus presents himself (note that Eustathius, 1.361, considers the possibility of irony as an intention on
Polyphemos' part). But it seems easier to suppose that Polyphemos follows Odysseus in adapting the epithet to
the metrical circumstances: longum at word end (here to be justified by the awareness of a digamma in
fOIKae-) before the bucolic diaeresis tends to be avoided. Moreover, the reading quoted here was known to
the Scholiast (ad Od. 6.327).
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Odysseus, "Sacker of a City," will endure on Calypso's island, barred from
all epic connections. The immortal life which Calypso will promise him
ironically reverses the epic ideal of kleos aphthiton, since the unbearably
heavy price for being physically aphthitos is poetic death. Kleos will be
unattainable as long as phemis obtains, and the wont spread by Polyphemos
will cling to Odysseus for many difficult years. He will be out of sight
through this exposure to one god's rancorous wrath. 26
But Polyphemos seems to realize that such a total victory may in the end
not last forever. He adds:
cr.AA' El oi !!QIQ.' EOTl <plAovs T' iOEElV KOl iKE080l
OlKOV EOKT1IJEVOV KOl ellv ES lTOTP100 yoiov,
O\VE KOKWS EA80l, oAEOOS alTO lTCxVTOS ETolpovs,
VllOS ElT' aAAoTp1llS, EVpOl 0' EV lTtllJOTO O'(K~.
(Od.9.532-35)

but, if it is ~iyen to him to see his own people,
and come back to his strong-founded house and to his own fatherland,
may he come home late, in bad shape, having lost all his companions,
on board a foreign ship, and may he find sorrow in his house.

The disclosure of Odysseus' name had reminded Polyphemos of an old
prophecy made to him by the seer Telemos the son of Eurumos, who foretold
him Odysseus' visit and the blinding (9.507-12). If Odysseus' present feat
was preordained, Polyphemos seems to reason, then more of his guest's
biography may already be fixed, and so he portentously introduces the notion
of moira, one's "share" of life. The mention of moira is phrased as a
hypothetical clause which is introduced, with the particle alia, as a new start
in Polyphemos' prayer, and so constitutes the basis for a reorientation of his
utterance. In changing direction, he weakens the force of his prayer as
phemis, but takes it to the entirely different level of pheme.
Moira as a poetic term denotes essentially a negative concept. A
constraint rather than a predetermined event, it specifies what cannot happen
to a given hero in his tradition (not returning home for Odysseus, returning
home for Achilles), without necessarily specifying what will actually
happen?? Polyphemos' use of the term is consistent with this usage: even a
preordained nostos, if it exists, does not preclude alternative possibilities in
its fulfillment. And so there is room for suggestions. From an angry request
to his immortal father, Polyphemos' utterance turns into a wish. The
26. Note also the irony that Odysseus, lying to the Cyclops, had at 9.283-85 said that it was Poseidon
who destroyed his ship.
27. E.g., fl. 7.52 ; 20.336. Poets are not free to change stories as they please, and an ''untraditional'' turn
in a story (such as Aeneas being killed at Troy) can be called vlTep ~oipav "beyond fate." See Nagy (1979)
134-35~ 265-68~ Bakker (1997a) 167 n.24~ (1997b) 32.
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confident imperative dos me "give that not" turns into the wishing optatives
that we have already seen uttered by Aiguptios and the slave woman in
Odysseus' house: wishes with a prophetic force of which the speaker is
unaware. Polyphemos' wish will indeed come true, and in more than a
merely factual sense. The late and miserable return, the loss of the
companions, the foreign ship, and the disaster found by the hero in his home:
these words are nothing less than a script for the Odyssey itself, uttered at a
moment when its principal hero has misguided Iliadic aspirations that might
prevent the present poem from going where it is supposed to go.
Polyphemos' utterance, turning from phemis into pheme, is instrumental
in the deployment of the plot of the Odyssey, an epic in the making. Both
Polyphemos, praying to his father, looking ahead wishfully, and Odysseus,
narrating to the Phaeacians, looking back knowingly, are agents in the
process. And they are not alone. Polyphemos' pheme will soon be made
explicit by a sure prediction. In the Underworld, Teiresias, a seer as blind as
Polyphemos, informs Odysseus on the status of his nostos, telling him that
the blinding of the Cyclops had angered Poseidon (11.100-03). He tells
Odysseus that there is an important test ahead, the serious possibility of the
violation of a fundamental food taboo. The herds of Helios that Odysseus
will meet on his return are not to be touched. This warning, to be repeated by
Circe (12.127-41), provides the basis for a further implementation of
Polyphemos' pheme:
El 8e KE Olvnal, TOTE TOl TEKllalpoll' OAE8pov
vllt TE Ka\ ETapOlO'. aUTOS 8' El lTep KEV aAvsus,
O\VE KaKws vElal, oAeoas alTO lTaVTas ETa(povs,
vnos ETT' aAAoTplllS' ~ 8' EV TTTlllaTa OlKC+>,
av8pas uTTEpq>laAOVS, of TOl (3l0TOV KaTE8ovol
llv~llEVOl aVTl8ellv aAoxOV Ka\ e8va 8l8oVTES.

(Od. 11.112-17)

But if you hurt them then I guarantee you destruction for your ship
and your companions. Yourself, if you escape at all, you will come
~ late, in bad shape, having lost all your companions,
on board a foreign ship, and you will find sorrow in your house,
overbearing men, who deplete your resources,
wooing your godlike wife and offering her presents.

Polyphemos' intuitive supposition featuring moira, which acted as
"frame" for his wish, has been replaced with the "prospective" subjunctive
conditional clause ei de ke sineai, which is an integral part of a sure
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prediction. 28 Harming the Sun's cattle irrevocably determines the conditions
of Odysseus' nostos. Accordingly, Polyphemos' optatives have yielded to
future tenses, while his wording remains intact, and his pheme has made a
big step toward being fulfilled?9 In fact, it is becoming a pheme only now, in
the future which it is in the process of shaping.
The telling of Polyphemos' prayer and of Teiresias' prediction, of
course, takes place even farther in the future. Odysseus, as narrator, has
already fully experienced the power of his victim's prayer; so he is in a
position to comment on it in traditional epic fashion, as a poet in the future
whose knowledge exceeds that of the epic characters: 3o
(Od.9.536)

Thus he spoke praying, and the blue-haired one gave him a favorable
hearing.

In fact, the very act of telling Polyphemos' pheme increases its impact and
speeds up its fulfillment. If its original utterance could be understood as a
terrifying scenario, a possible poem one doesn't want to be part of, then its
reenactment can only confirm that that poem is in fact in the process of
unfolding. Odysseus, who changed from victorious No-man into the helpless
object of Polyphemos' phemis, can now, under the spell of the latter's pheme,
regain his role as an agent. As narrator he actively contributes to the poem
whose reality he now understands and accepts, a poem in which there is no
place for the "Sacker of a City."31 Re-uttering Polyphemos' prayer before the
Phaeacians, owners of "a foreign ship," Odysseus draws his audience into the
pheme, not only as listeners but also as agents in his nostos, and so succeeds
in using the prayer's erstwhile destructive force to his advantage, in an
important move toward the accomplishment of his own poem. 32
28. The conditional clause complements the prediction in specifying the conditions under which it will
occur; for the difference between the types of conditionals that Polyphemos and Teiresias use, see Bakker
(1986) 20-22.
29. Note that in the first half of Teiresias' prediction (TaS Ei ~EV K' aalVeQS eaCiXS VOOTOU TE ~eCT)al,
/ KQI KEV fT' EiS '16aKl1v, KaKa lTEp lTaaXOVTES, 'lK0106E [11.110-11]), the apodosis is phrased as a less
certain potential optative, not a future.
30. Other proleptic moments in the Cyclops tale include 9.230 and 9.553; cf. Bergren (1983) 45-50; on
"poetic knowledge in the future," see Bakker (1997b) 30-36.
31. In the Proem, Odysseus' KAEO~ as "City-Sacker" is mentioned merely as basis and starting point for
the Wanderings, phrased as a subordinate ElTEl TPOlllS lEpOV lTTOAlE6pov ElTEpOEV: (1.2); likewise, the
actual telling of the Wanderings takes off from Demodokos' telling of the Wooden Horse and the Sack of Troy
(8.499-520). On the specifically Odyssean conception of KAEO~ as opposed to the Iliad, see further, e.g., Segal
(1994) 85-109; Pucci (1998) 1-9; Bakker (1999).
32. Ahl and Roisman (1996) 128 go as far as treating the story of the descent to the Underworld, with
Teiresias' prediction, as Odysseus' own invention. On the manipulative aspects of Odysseus' a1ToAoyol, see
also Most (1989).
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Polyphemos thus becomes a powerful instrument for the Odyssey's selfreflexive poetics that pairs poetry with lying, hiding with presenct?, and kleos
with phemis. Sharing the first half of his name with Odysseus polu-metis, the
bardlike hero, and the second half with Chari-phemos, one of the mythical
forebears of Homer the blind bard,33 Polyphemos plays, after his blinding, a
key poetic role. The Odyssey, it is fair to say, has more than just one
poluphemos aoidos.

33. Vito Hom. 6.11-12; Prod. Chrestomath. 22.
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